
for Loops

Lecture 16

“Don’t Stop Believin’”

“I would feel excited and hype because this song is a classic” – 101 student

VSCode: Open Project -> View Terminal -> npm run pull -> npm start



Announcements

• Quiz 2 Grades Released
• Mean: 78

• Median: 82

• If you score was <= 70, come by OH this week to go over your quiz 
and discuss strategies for improvement

• Tutoring 6-8 in FB007

• New PS goes live tonight!



Warmup: What is printed?

let s = ["a", "b", "c", "d"];

let r = "";

let q = s.length - 1;

while (q >= 0) {

r = s[q] + r;

q--;

}

print(r);

pollev.com/comp101unc



Today: A second style of loop statement...

• The while loop statement is the most flexible and powerful kind of 
loop at our disposal.

• However, it's easy to accidentally write infinite loops.

• Today we'll learn the for loop statement.



#TBT: Writing a while loop that repeats a specific 
number of times.

• Repeating a task a specific number 
of times is a very common task in 
computing.

• You will see this all semester.

• Three keys:
1) Declare a counter variable and 

initialize it to 0.
2) The loops test will check that the 

counter variable is less than the # 
of times you want to repeat

3) Don't forget! The last step of the 
repeat block is incrementing your 
counter variable.

let i: number = 0;

while (i < ____) {

// Do Something Useful

i = i + 1;

}
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The for Loop Statement

• General form:

for ( <variable initialization> ; <boolean test> ; <variable modification> ) {

<repeat block>

}
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1. Counter variable is initialized

2. boolean test is evaluated
True? – 3. Repeat block is entered and runs.

4. Then, counter variable modified.
Finally, loop back to step #2.

False? – 5. Skip repeat block and loop is complete.
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The for Loop Statement

• General form:

for ( let i = 0 ; i < 10 ; i = i + 1 ) {

<repeat block>

}
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4

1. Counter variable is initialized

2. boolean test is evaluated
True? – 3. Repeat block is entered and runs.

4. Then, counter variable modified.
Finally, loop back to step #2.

False? – 5. Skip repeat block and loop is complete.

5



while vs for Loops

let i = 0;
while (i < n) {

// repeat block
i++;

}

for (let i = 0; i < n; i++) {
// repeat block

}

• These loops are exactly equivalent to one another, with two important notes:

1. The i++ step in the for loop is evaluated at the very end of the repeat block... 
just like where it is positioned in the while loop.

2. In the for loop, the variable i is declared and scoped inside of the for loop 
statement and is not visible after the statement completes.



Follow-along: for Loop Example

• Open lec16 / 00-for-loops-app.ts

print("For Loop Examples");
for (let i = 0; i < 10; i = i + 1) {

print(i);
}



Practice: Part A: What is printed to the screen
for (let i = 3; i > 0; i = i - 1) {
print((i + 1) + "!");

}

Part B: What is the value of i when the loop 
terminates?

pollev.com/comp101unc



Why use a for loop?

• Special syntax for the common while loop pattern using a counter variable
• But to the computer, each is exactly the same!

• For us as humans, the for loop syntax has two benefits:

1. You are much less likely to accidentally write an infinite loop

2. The counter variable is only defined within the for-loops repeat block
• Kind of like a function's parameter is only accessible inside of the function body.

• This means you can have a sequence of for loops that each use, say i, as the counter variable.

• Generally, once the syntax is familiar, for-loops are less human-error prone



Hands On: Weather Stats

• Let's get some hands-on experience working with real world data

• Step 1: Code Walk - lec16 / 01-weather-app.ts and lec16 / 
weather-data.ts



Hands On: Weather Stats Part 1

1. Using a for loop compute the total precipitation for Spring 2017
1. Loop over each element in the precipitation array

2. Add the rainfall for that day to the sum variable

2. Print the total rainfall (stored in sum)

3. Check in on pollev.com/comp101unc when finished!

for ( <variable initialization> ; <boolean test> ; <variable modification> ) {
<repeat block>

}



Hands On: Weather Stats Part 1



Hands On: Weather Stats Part 2

• The array dailyHighs contains the daily high temperature for every 
day in Spring 2017

1. Find the record high temperature for Spring 2017
1. Loop over each element in the dailyHighs array
2. if the daily high temperature at the current index is greater than 

maxTemp, assign maxTemp to be the temperature at that index

2. Print the maxTemp

3. Check in on pollev.com/comp101unc when finished!



Hands On: Weather Stats Part 2



Hands On: Weather Stats Part 3

• The array dailyLows contains the daily low temperature for every 
day in Spring 2017

1. Find the average low temperature for Spring 2017

• Formula for average: 
𝑥1+𝑥2+𝑥3+⋯+𝑥𝑛

𝑛

2. Print the averageLowTemp

3. Check in on pollev.com/comp101unc when finished!



Hands On: Weather Stats Part 3



Challenge: What is printed to the screen

for (let i: number = 0; i < 2; i++) {
for (let h: number = 0; h < 2; h++) {
print("go");

}
print("heels");

}

pollev.com/comp101unc


